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Aldo Belleni-Morante (1938–2009)

Aldo Belleni-Morante
(1938 – 2009)

Aldo Belleni-Morante was born on 22 January 1938 in Florence (Italy), a beautiful Tuscan town to which he remained faithful for
almost all of his life. As in the case of many prominent Italian Applied Mathematicians, his early research was not in mathematics:
he received his first degree, Laurea, from the University of Florence, having presented a thesis on Neutron Diffusion and Transport
in Multiplying Media. The research which followed was centred on this topic and developed from it, when he had short-term
appointments at CNEN (Italian Atomic Energy Agency) in Bologna and the Computing Center of the Mathematical Institute of the
University of Florence. In 1963 he was appointed as an assistant professor of Classical Mechanics at the University of Florence.

Later he spent two years, 1968 and 1969, as a NATO fellow at the Physics Department of the University of Illinois, Urbana, USA,
before returning to Florence to become Libero Docente in Classical Mechanics (equivalent to habilitation and Private Docent in
Germany) at the University of Florence. In 1971 he won the competition for a Full Professor in Bari where he stayed until 1973
when a professorial position became available in Florence. In the University of Florence he occupied positions of Full Professor of
Classical Mechanics and, later, of Continuum Mechanics. In 2005 he was appointed as the Coordinator of the PhD School of Civil
Engineering, Environmental Risk and Building Materials. He worked there till his untimely death in 2009.

As we mentioned earlier, Aldo’s early work was related to the more physical aspects of neutron transport. Later he moved on
to more mathematical questions. However, the interest in physical origins of the problems became one of the hallmarks of his
research: while able to achieve brilliant theoretical results, he always sought their physical relevance and dismissed the creation
of theory just for the sake of it. Another hallmark of his work was to look for the underlying simplicity in nature, best expressed
by mathematics. It was his first physical topic—neutron diffusion and transport—that prompted him to recast the beautiful but
abstract theory of semigroups of operators in a way suitable for describing the evolutionary physical phenomena. His book on this
topic, Applied Semigroups and Evolution Equations (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1979) preceded, by a few years, other classical treatises
on this topic and has remained a basic reference for anybody interested in the application of operator semigroups.

An interest in applied semigroups continued to be a defining trait of Aldo’s scientific work. He published numerous papers on
this topic as well as two other books, A Concise Guide to Semigroups and Evolution Equations (Word Scientific: Singapore, 1994), and
Applied Nonlinear Semigroups (together with Adam C. McBride; Wiley: Chichester, 1998).

His focus was on existence and regularity problems for the evolution equations in Banach spaces, which were motivated by
real-life problems such as photon transport, as well as fragmentation and coagulation processes, in interstellar clouds, transport in
time-dependent domains, problems with non-homogeneous boundary conditions, realistic traffic models, Boltzmann-like schemes
with outgassing and contamination, models suggested by biological phenomena such as the growth of human temperature and
gamma ray transport in cardiac regions.

In the best tradition of mathematical physics, he developed new mathematical tools to cater for physical problems. For instance,
his research on multiplying boundary conditions in transport theory led to the creation of the notion of B-bounded semigroups
which, as a special type of regularized semigroups, were widely recognized as Aldo’s first important new concept in pure mathematics
and have already led to several interesting developments.
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Later, his interest in point photon sources in interstellar clouds prompted a renewed interest in operator semigroups in locally
convex spaces. This was to be the subject of a further book which he planned to write with colleagues at the University of Strathclyde
in Glasgow.

Aldo collaborated widely with other mathematicians as well as physicists, engineers and astronomers, thanks to which the models
he worked on were truly relevant. He deeply influenced a number of scholars in Italy and abroad, though he was not fond of travel.
After his return to Florence his only longer visits abroad were to the Mathematical Institute of the University of Oxford, UK, in 1976
as a Senior Visiting Fellow of the British Council, to the University of Natal in Durban in 1994 and several visits to the University of
Strathclyde in Glasgow where he was appointed as a Visiting Professor in 2003. The reluctance to travel, together with his extreme
modesty, are possibly the main reasons that the international recognition of his work has not been at the level which would seem
justified by its quality and impact.

Aldo was not only a great mathematician but also a great man, full of discretion and kindness and with a subtle sense of humour.
He was a connoisseur of life with profound knowledge of art and music. When they first met, his wife Diana thought that he was a
prominent member of artistic circles—when she realized that he was a mere mathematician, it was already too late. I will always
have fond memories of long discussions on various topics in their friendly and charming home at via Masaccio, accompanied with
good food and wine.

Aldo died peacefully in hospital in Florence on 20 June 2009 working till the very end, both on the new book and handling
papers for the journal M2AS of which he was an active advisory editor. We hope that, wherever he is now, he is free to do excellent
mathematics, play the flute and smoke a pipe. He has been an inspiration for many of us, both as a scientist and as a human being,
and he will continue to be so for many years to come.

JACEK BANASIAK

AND GIOVANNI FROSALI
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